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Abstract
This paper studies the pass-through of exchange rate changes into the prices of imports 
that originated inside the euro area made by some New Member States (NMSs) of the Eu-
ropean Union and one candidate country (Turkey). I use data on import unit values for nine 
different product categories and bilateral imports from the euro area for each country and I 
estimate industry-specifi c rates of pass-through across and within countries using two diffe-
rent methodological approaches. The fi rst one is based on Campa and González-Mínguez 
(2006) which estimates the short- and long-run pass through elasticities, where long-run 
elasticities are defi ned as the sum of the pass-through coeffi cients for the contemporaneous 
exchange rate and its fi rst four lags.  The second one is employed by de Bandt, Banerjee 
and Kozluk (2007) which suggests a long-run Engle and Granger (1987) cointegrating re-
lationship and the possibility of structural breaks to restore the long-run in the estimation.
I did not fi nd evidence either in favour of the hypothesis of Local Currency Pricing (zero 
pass-through) or the hypothesis of Producer Currency Pricing (complete pass-through) for 
all the countries except Slovenia and Cyprus in the latter. The exchange rate pass-through 
ranged from 0.090 to 2.916 in the short-run and from 0.102 to 2.242 in the long-run. With 
reference to the results by industry the lowest values for exchange rate pass-through are 
in Manufacturing sectors. However, I did observe a exchange rate pass-through decline 
through the pricing chain and a large dependence of their economies on imported inputs.
Keywords: exchange rates, pass-through, monetary union, panel cointegration.
JEL classifi cation numbers: F31, F36, F42, C23
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1 INTRODUCTION
The extent to which exchange rate changes are eventually re ected in import
prices is commonly referred in the economic literature as the degree of ex-
change rate pass-through (ERPT). Therefore, imported goods are made up
of a heterogeneous range of products and commodities and the pass-through
may vary considerably across the dierent types of imports. For instance,
where the law of one price may hold, one might expect a higher degree of
pass-through for more homogeneous and widely traded goods and commodi-
ties, such as oil or raw materials than for highly dierentiated manufactured
products. In economic literature, where the law of one price holds and with
a perfect pass-through, pricing of imports goods are assumed to be governed
by Producer Currency Pricing (PCP). By contrast, a Local Currency Pricing
(LCP) could exist, where the pass-through used to be zero in the short-run.
Since the demise of the Soviet-type communist regimes at the start of the
1990s, the New Member States (NMSs) of the European Union have made
substantial progress in transforming their economies. As a consequence, for
a large majority of theses countries, the perspective of EU membership be-
came a reality on May 2004 (the Czech Republic, Poland, Hungary, Slovenia,
Slovakia, Latvia, Estonia, Lithuania, Malta and Cyprus) and January 2007
(Romania and Bulgaria), and even some of them have recently adopted the
Euro as currency (Slovenia, Malta and Cyprus). There are many economic
policy issues such as pricing strategies of foreign exporting rms and the per-
sistence of in ation. Also, the impact of entering into a monetary union could
in uence the rate of ERPT to prices and its evolution in dierent time hori-
zons and sectors. All these countries have developed structural reforms and
implemented macroeconomic stabilisation programs which give a great di-
versity in monetary policy frameworks and exchange rate regimes. So, these
factors could aect the size of ERPT of foreign to domestic prices which
make it important to study these economies. Likewise, these countries have
to pass an in ation criterion set out by the Maastricht Treaty as well as their
in ation performances which could be in uenced by the ERPT. Once they
belong to the Euro Area we should not forget about the eect of dierent
rates of ERPT which could contribute to national in ation dierentials.
In this paper I study the ERPT of foreign to domestic prices using data on
import unit values (IUVs) for nine dierent product categories in some NMSs
of the European Union (Cyprus, Hungary, Latvia, Poland, the Czech Repub-
lic, Slovakia, Slovenia and Romania) and one candidate country (Turkey)
from 2000 to 2006 using monthly data. The contribution of this paper is
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threefold. First, it is the rst paper in the empirical literature to study
ERPT that originate inside the euro area taking into consideration a divi-
sion by categories of import products1. The second goal of the paper is to
compare how robust the results derived are through the application of the two
dierent methodological approaches and study the transmission through the
pricing chain. The rst one is based on Campa and González-Mínguez (2006)
which estimates the short- and long-run pass through elasticities, where long-
run elasticities are dened as the sum of the pass-through coe!cients for the
contemporaneous exchange rate and its rst four lags. The second one is
employed by de Bandt, Banerjee and Kozluk (2007) which suggests a long-
run Engle and Granger (1987) cointegrating relationship and the possibility
of structural breaks to restore the long-run in the estimation. Finally, the
third goal of the paper is to study the transmission through the pricing chain.
Some recent theoretical and empirical studies have analysed the ERPT
of foreign to domestic prices beyond the debate over the one price law and
convergence across countries. From a theoretical point of view, the debate
has been initiated over optimal monetary policy and exchange regimes2. This
also started the issues and concerns regarding the prevalence PCP versus LCP
hypothesis of imports and on whether pass-through rates are endogenous to
the in ation performance of a country (Taylor, 2001; Devereux and Engel,
2001 and Bacchetta and van Wincoop, 2001).
The majority of empirical studies (see, for instance, Campa and Gonzalez-
Minguez, 2006; Campa, Goldberg and Gonzalez-Minguez, 2005; Frankel,
Parsley and Wei, 2005; Marazzi et al., 2005) over the last twenty years have
been focusing on the United States and countries inside of the euro area, in
response to changes in institutional arrangements (such as the arrival of the
euro currency) and shocks by the monetary system (ERM crisis in 1992)3.
More recently, de Bandt et al. (2007) not only discuss the issues of esti-
mating short- and long-run exchange rate pass-through but also to review
some problems with measures recently proposed in economic literature by the
previous studies. These authors consider that techniques used to estimate
1Ca’Zorzi, Hahn and Sánchez (2007) examine the degree of exchange rate pass-through
in emerging markets in Central and Eastern Europe such as Hungary, Poland, the Czech
Republic and Turkey in its sample. Darvas (2001) and Coricell et al. (2003) cover in their
studies exchange rate pass-thorugh issue indirectly.
2See Corsetti and Pesenti (2001, 2005), Obtsfeld (2002), Devereux (2000), Devereux
and Engel (2002) and Devereux, Engel and Tille (2003).
3Menon (1995) reviews 43 empirical papers about exchange rate pass-through and
indicates that most of the heterogeneity in the results is driven by dierent estimation
techniques and dierent data coverage.
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import or export exchange rate pass-through equations were inappropriate
and point out that a proper determination of the short run ERPT relied on
appropriate assumption on the long run.
A number of empirical Studies mentioned above have explored changes in
the exchange rate pass-through and cross-sectional dierences at the level of
developing economies, the euro area and US. Campa, Goldberg and Gonzalez-
Minguez (2005) investigated changes in the pass-through to import prices in
euro area member countries based on data going up to 2004. They detected
declines in the size of ERPT on import prices in around two thirds of the
industries in their sample, although most of this evidence was not statis-
tically signicant. Nevertheless, they found statistically signicant eects
in manufacturing industries. Sekine (2006) obtained evidence of changes in
the ERPT over time on both imports and consumer prices for several de-
veloped economies, including Germany, France, Italy, UK, Japan and US.
Olivei (2002) and Marazzi et al. (2005) suggested declines in the ERPT
on US import prices. Otani et al. (2006) conrmed evidence of a decline
in the ERPT to Japanese import prices. Moreover, Bussiere and Peltonen
(2007) reported a reduction in the ERPT to import prices in the US and
other advanced economies. In contrast to these studies, de Bandt, Banerjee
and Kozluk (2007) found evidence of the opposite sign in the changes of the
pass-through in some euro area countries like Italy, Portugal and Spain and
Thomas and Marquez (2006) derived less evidence of a change in the ERPT
to US import prices.
Several complementary explanations have tried to account for the decline
in the ERPT and cross-country dierences over time. Among the main ones
there are macro factors, suggested by Taylor (2001) who links the decline
in the ERPT to the decline in in ation that has been observed over the
past decades in many countries. According to his argument, lower in ation
goes hand in hand with lower persistence of in ation and if cost changes
are perceived to be less persistent the pass-through of these shocks will be
lower as well. So, a lower persistence of exchange rate shocks could have
contributed to the fall of ERPT. This lower in ation environment is likely to
be a result of changes in monetary policy (in ation targeting adoption) and
these changes could have contributed to the decline in the ERPT by ensuring
a lower price increase and by making sure that exchange rate  uctuations do
not endanger price stability. Another important macro factor is the nature
of the facto exchange rate regime. Some authors justify that a more stable
exchange rate regime is indeed likely to induce more LCP and a pass-through
decrease for import prices.
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Further potential reasons for the decline in the ERPT could be micro-
economic factors, such as shifts in the composition of the import bundle
from high pass-through goods such as energy and raw materials to lower
pass-through items such as manufactured goods (see Campa and Goldberg,
2005), an increasing in trade integration (see Gust, Leduc and Vigfusson,
2006) or an increasing share of imports denominated in the home currency
(see Campa, Golberg and Gonzalez-Minguez, 2005).
My results derive that the hypothesis of LCP (zero pass-through) can be
generally rejected for all countries and that the hypothesis of PCP (complete
pass-through) is clearly rejected for all the countries except Slovenia and
Cyprus by using the Campa and Gonzalez-Minguez (2006) approach. The
short-run elasticities are larger for Cyprus, Slovenia and Slovakia and smaller
for Latvia, Romania, Turkey and Poland. In the long-run ERPT is slightly
lower and again the largest values are in Cyprus and Slovenia and the smallest
in Romania, Turkey, Poland and the Czech Republic. Three of these latter
countries have adopted in ation targeting in their monetary policies and
own a  exible exchange rate system. These results could support evidence
in favour of the Taylor’s (2001) hypothesis. With reference to the results by
industry the lowest values for ERPT are in Basic Manufactures, Chemicals
and Manufactured Goods as expected by theory because these type of goods
are more dierentiated. By applying de Bandt, Banerjee and Kozluz (2007)
methodology I derived very similar results to these authors in the sense that
some NMSs like Poland could have clearly increased the size of ERPT. By
industries there are many divergences and it is not completely clear a ERPT
decrease in the Manufacturing sector. I only nd clear evidence for some
industries in Cyprus, Latvia, Slovenia and Romania. Nevertheless it is easier
to nd evidence of a ERPT declines in Food & Live Animals, Beverages and
Tobacco, Crude Materials and Mineral Fuels industries.
Finally, I observe the main results to the impact of a 10% depreciation
of the exchange rate of the euro to the cost of intermediation consumption
and to nal consumption prices. It is also important to keep in mind that
divergences in ERPT can also be due to dierences in the degree of openness
of member countries or dierences in the product composition of imports.
The highest ERPT to the cost of intermediate consumption is obtained for
Hungary, Slovakia and the Czech Republic. In contrast, Cyprus and Slovenia
have the lowest. Observing the ERPT to nal consumption rates the larger
rates are in Hungary and Slovakia. However, I did not nd evidence of
divergences caused by the degree of openness in the analysis of the cost
of intermediation consumption and I nd evidence of a decline in the size
of ERPT for cost of intermediation and nal consumption goods a slight
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divergence caused by the degree of openness by analysing nal consumption
prices.
This paper is organised as follows: in section 2 I describe and take into
account the data used in the empirical analysis and the potential macro and
micro factors. In section 3 I present the ERPT equation and the dierent
denitions of short- and long-run exchange rate pass through assumed by the
empirical literature mentioned above. In section 4 I oer the main results
derived for the dierent countries under the two approaches. Section 5 I
analyse ERPT to the cost of intermediate consumption and nal consumption
prices. Finally, in section 6 I provide the main conclusions of my analysis.
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2 Data description and potential macro and
micro factors
In this section, I study the changes in the ERPT using import prices of
imports inside the euro zone into the NMSs and Turkey. I use time series
data on import unit values for nine dierent product categories for each
country. I focuse my analysis on imports inside the euro area considering
that the most important part of the total trade of these countries continually
exposed to exchange rate  uctuations. Its size is very important which we
will see later. The database that I use in this paper include monthly time
series of unit values of imports (IUVs) from euro area countries for nine
product categories dened at the one-digit SITC level of aggregation and
it is extracted from Eurostat-Comext. As Campa and González-Mínguez
(2006) point out, this database has the advantage of focusing explicitly on
the product composition of imports into the country and can thus account
for dierent rates of pass-through among dierent product categories for any
given country4. As I mentioned in the introduction, accounting for these
divergence is important for any meaningful analysis of dierences in pass-
through rates across and within countries. As dierences arise from the
product composition of imports exposed to exchange rate  uctuations, we
can also account for a signicant amount of the aggregate dierences of
import price pass-through across countries5. Data information is oered in
Appendix I.
With reference to some potential micro factors determining the ERPT, I
could emphasize that the inclusion of these countries as an EU membership
could have in uenced the shares of dierent products subject to exchange rate
 uctuations. Figure 1 shows, for each country (except Estonia and Turkey)
total imports as a percentage of GDP in 2000 and 2006. The majority of them
(except Malta) have considerably increased the grade of openness although
there is a large divergence among them. The highest value for imports as a
percentage of GDP in 2006 is in the Slovakia (83,03%) and the lowest is in
Poland (36,62%). Figure 2 illustrates the import of goods from inside the
4de Bandt et al. (2007) shows a risk of caveat concerning the use of IUV.
5Campa and Gonzalez-Mínguez (2006) point out that import price data has several
limitations for the analysis of pass-through behavior because it is an index based on unit
values rather than prices, which create some problems concerning the comparability of
goods over time. This index is not capable of measuring either changes in the quality or
for changes in relative demand of similar goods or changes in the composition of imports
by country of origin.
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euro area in 2000 and 2006. Slovenia is the country with the highest share
of imports inside the euro area to GDP, 65.34%, in 2006. At the other end,
Lithuania reaches 33,09% in 2006. These results indicate the importance of
the trade with the euro area for these countries6.
Figure 2: Import Euro Area 12 from total imports
Figure 3 shows the distribution of euro area imports. This distribution
also varies widely across dierent product categories. Vehicles and Transport
6There are not similar available data for Estonia and Turkey.
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Equipment is the most important category (46,43%) as a consequence of the
outsourcing phenomena in Europe from western to central and eastern coun-
tries, followed by Basic Manufactures (17,84%), Chemicals (11,47%) and
Manufactured Goods (10,81%). Nevertheless, there is a large degree of het-
erogeneity. For instance, in Vehicles and Transport Equipment Hungary and
Slovakia present the largest values, 56,61% and 52,49%, respectively. By con-
trast, in Slovenia this category is situated around 40%. Another important
example is the Chemical sector where the highest percentage is in Poland
(15,88%) and the lowest in Malta (6,42%). The less important sectors are
Beverages and Tobacco and Animal, Vegetable oil & fat.
Figure 3: Distribution of euro area imports
In regards to potential macro factors that could have in uenced in the
size of the ERPT, I proceed to comment the dierent exchange rate regimes
existing in the dierent countries and the date of adoption of in ation tar-
geting in some countries. The majority of the countries which have adopted
an in ation targeting in their monetary policy have a  exible exchange rate.
For instance, Hungary had a crawling band exchange rate regime from 1995
to 2000 and changed its regime to a more  exible system (managed  oat) in
2000. The Czech Republic case is very similar to Hungary. It went from a
crawling band system in 1996 to a manage  oat during the 1997-2000 period
and decided to adopt an independent  oat exchange rate from 2001 to 2002
and then turned back to a managed  oat in 2003. Poland had a crawling
band exchange rate system from 1995 to 1999 and adopted an independent
 oat regime in 20007. Cyprus had a xed pegs system during the 1991-99
7The dates of adoption of in ation targeting for the Czech Republic, Hungary and
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period and adopted an horizontal bands system in 2001. With reference to
the Slovakia case a crawling band exchange system was implemented for the
1996-97 period and a managed  oat regime after 1997. Slovenia was the
rst country in this group to adopt the Euro (January, 2007) that had pre-
viously changed from a  exible exchange rate system (managed  oat) to a
less  exible one (pegged within horizontal bands). Malta has always remained
with another conventional xed peg system to a basket and it has recently
accepted the Euro (January, 2008) together with Cyprus. The Latvian case
is very similar to Malta and the main objective of its monetary policy is to
maintain a xed parity against a basket of currencies (a conventional xed
pegs). In Estonia, the exchange rate system for the 1992-2006 period was
the currency board. Romania has moved from a exchange rate with crawling
bands to a managed  oat in 2004. By contrast, Bulgaria and Lithuania have
always remained in a pegged system with horizontal bands. Finally, among
the countries candidates group, Turkey owns an explicit in ation targeting
from May 2001 and an independent  oating exchange rate.Table 1 shows the
dierent exchange rate regimes for the NMS and Turkey from 2000 to 2006.
Table 1: Exchange rate regimes in the new member states of the
EU and candidate countries
2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006
Bulgaria 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
Czech Republic 7 8 8 7 7 7 7
Cyprus 3 4 4 4 4 4 4
Hungary 6 7 7 4 4 4 4
Estonia 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
Latvia 3 3 3 3 3 3 3
Lithuania 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
Malta 3 3 3 3 3 3 3
Poland 8 8 8 8 8 8 8
Romania 6 6 6 6 7 7 7
Slovak Republic 7 7 7 7 7 4 4
Slovenia 7 7 7 6 4 4 4
Turkey 8 8 8 8 8 8 8
1. ER arrangements with no separate legal tender; 2. Currency board; 3.
Other conventional xed pegs; 4. Pegged within horizontal bands; 5. Crawling
pegs; 6. Exchange rate with crawling bands; 7. Managed  oating; 8. Independent
 oating.Source: IMF
Poland are January 1998, June 2001 and October 1998, respectively.
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In order to analyse the ERPT, there are two essential parts of the analy-
sis: the nominal exchange rates and the marginal cost, as well as foreign price
and proxy. To establish an accurate denition of these variable, I take into
account the relevant international market for the product. If there is possi-
ble integration in the world market, there exists only a single international
market for the product, regardless of product origin, destination market or
currency denomination. In this case, measuring the world price should be
the same when expressed in a common currency. I use the world price in a
common currency to stablish an appropriate measure of the foreign price and
the exchange rate and I also include the bilateral exchange rate between the
currency in which the foreign prices is denominated and the home currency.
When studying this case, the world price will be expressed in euros and we
will use, for a given product, the euro price of imports coming from euro
area. As well as our proxy for the foreign price and bilateral exchange rate
between the domestic currency and the euro as our exchange rate measure.
This hypothesis is not preposterous if we look at the Figure 2 where there is
a huge amount of imports proceeding from the euro area in these countries8.
3 Estimation of Exchange Rate Pass-Through
into Import Prices: the two alternatives
By denition import prices for any type of goods j, PS mw are a transforma-
tion of export prices of a country’s trading partners [S mw using the bilateral
exchange rate HUw9= So, we have:
PS mw = HUw [S mw (1)
Taking logs we obtain:
psmw = huw + {smw (2)
where the export price consists of the exporters marginal cost and a
markup:
[S mw = IPFmw  IPNXS mw (3)
8Campa and González-Mínguez (2006) perfomed JD-tests to determine which specica-
tion of market structure (integrated or segmented) for the euro area countries originating
outside the area is more appropiate and they obtain that the best option is the one inte-
grated.
9I base this section on Campa, Goldberg and Gonzalez-Minguez (2005) and de Bandt,
Banerjee and Kozluk (2007).
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So, we obtain:
{smw = ipfmw + ipnxsmw (4)
Substituting (4) into (2) yields:
psmw = huw + ipfmw + ipnxsmw (5)
Expression (5) oer us the three main determinants of the ERPT: (i)
eects of the exchange rate movement, (ii) marginal cost eects attributable
or not to the exchange rate movements and (iii) markup responses; assuming
unity translation of exchange rate movements.
With reference to the markup factor it implicitly depends on the market
share of domestic producers relative to foreign producers, the form of com-
petition that exists in the market for the industry and the existence of price
discrimination. When a high ERPT is predicted: there is a large share of
imports in the total industry supply, a high degree of price discrimination
or a larger share of imported inputs in the production in the target country.
On the other hand, ERPT could be higher if the ratio of exporters relative
to local competitors is high, and lower if the exporters compete for market
share and depends on the currency denomination of exports, structure and
importance of intermediate goods markets.
Nevertheless, exporters can decide to absorb some of the exchange rate
variations instead of passing them through the price in the importing country
currency. If the PCP holds the pass-through is complete and markup does
not respond to  uctuations of exchange rates. At the other extreme, if LCP
holds exporters can decide not to vary prices in the target country currency
and assume  uctuations within the markup. So, markup in each industry
have two components: (i) a specic industry component and (ii) a reaction
to exchange rate movements:
ipnxsmw = m + xhuw (6)
In regards to the marginal cost, which is a function of demand that con-
ditions in the importing country. it is also important to look at the marginal
costs of production (wages) in the exporting country and the commodity
prices denominated in foreign currency:
ipfmw = 0|w + 1izw + 2huw + 3ifsw + %w (7)
where |w is the income in the importing country, izw is the wage and ifsw
is the commodity price index in foreign currency.
substituting (7) and (6) into (5), we derive:
mpjt = α+ (1 + Φ+ η2)| {z }
β
ert + η0yt + η1fwt + η3fcpt| {z }
γfpt
+ εt (8)
This equation can be written as:
mpjt = α+ βert + γfpt + εt (9)
where β captures the pass-through elasticity and η0yt + η1fwt + η3fcpt
it is consider independent of the exchange rate and is reflected in the world
price of the product, fpt, in the world currency. Likewise, it also gives us
in the long run a connection between the import price, exchange rate and a
measure of the foreign price.
3.1  Campa and González-Minguez (2006) 
methodology
Each of these series in equation (9) use to be considered by a unit root
although some authors are not able to reject the null hypothesis of the non-
existence of a cointegrating relationship among the three series and proceed
by estimating the previous equation in first differences:
∆mpjt = a+
4X
k=0
bk∆ert−k +
4X
k=0
ck∆fpt−k + εt
for a certain type of good i in a certain country j. The coefficient b0 offers
us the short-run ERPT and they propose the sum of coefficients
4X
k=0
bk as
the long-run ERPT.
They allow the possibility of partial adjustment of the rule setting import
prices with a flexible form and this adjustment path could vary by industry
according to the macro and micro factors mentioned above10 and they fo-
cus on testing LCP (zero pass-through) and PCP (complete pass-through)
hypothesis in the short-and long run.
10Campa and González-Mínguez also estimate the model considering the first lag of the
dependent variable as explanatory variable although their main results remain.
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3.2 de Bandt, Banerjee and Kozluk (2007)
methodology
As de Bandt, Banerjee and Kozluk (2007) pointed out, the Campa and
González-Mínguez (2007) denition of the long-run pass-through, which is
constructed by summing the estimated coe!cients for the rst ve lags is
somewhat arbitrary and thus rather inadequate for the purpose of enquiring
about the actual long run eect. The election of ve lags is something ar-
bitrary and this measure does not take into account the signicance of the
coe!cients on the individual lags.
If the cointegrated equilibrium relationship were to exist, the previous
equation would be misspecied and the estimated equation should contain
an error correction term (ECM), as in Engle and Granger (1987) and thus
would take the following form:
{psmw = d+
N1X
n=0
en{huw3n+
N2X
n=0
fn{isw3n+(psmw31ˆˆhuw31ˆisw31)+xw
(10)
The estimations provided by Campa and González-Mínguez (2006) could
have failed to nd a cointegrating relationship in series by an inappropriate
lag length selection or proper accounting for a structural break11.
4 Empirical results
In this section, I oer the main results for the estimated ERPT in some
NMSs and Turkey using the two methodological approaches indicated in the
previous section. I nally analyse ERPT in the Czech Republic, Poland,
Hungary, Latvia, Slovakia, Slovenia, Cyprus, Romania and Turkey. I drop
Estonia, Malta, Lithuania and Bulgaria out of the sample because bilateral
exchange rate variations were null during the majority of the sample period.
Figure 4 illustrates us exchange rate changes in these four countries (2000-
2006).
11These authors point out that almost all the theories contain a long-run or steady-
state relationship in the levels of a measure of import unit values, the exchange rate
and a measure of foreign prices and this long run is disregarded in most of the empirical
implementations.
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Figure 4: Exchange rate variations in some NMSs countries
4.1 A preliminary step: cointegration analysis
There are a number of reasons why we expect there might be a change in
the long run ERPT within our sample period. For instance, on May, 2004,
ten NMSs entered into the EU. This supposed important changes in these
economies. I can use as an example the Slovenian case. On the left hand
of Figure 5 we have the residuals from the estimation of equation (9) for
the SITC_0 industry (Food and live animals) without a break and on the
right hand the residuals with a break on May, 2004. As we can see residuals
with a break become more stationary. We will obtain similar results using
another series in our sample. The important lesson that we learn here is that
forgetting about structural breaks may lead us to the failure of nding a long
run relationship.
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Figure 5: Residuals from the estimation of (9) without a break and with a
single break for Slovenia, SIT0.
If we do simple ADF tests for cointegration in time series for individual
country/industry combinations we obtain a rejection of the null of no coin-
tegration for over 11% of the series (at 5% level). Then, there is a evidence
that in the long run, the relationship levels, in the Engle and Granger (1987)
sense exists between these variables. Table 2 show the ADF tests in single
time series for individual country/industry combinations.
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Table 2: ADF tests in single time series for individual country/industry combinations
Country SITC0 SITC1 SITC2 SITC3 SITC4 SITC5 SITC6 SITC7 SITC8
CZ -5.96WWW -3.77WWW -4.13WWW -2.24 -3.48WWW -3.90WWW -1.80 -4.23WWW -2.48
PL -4.33WWW -5.48WWW -4.35WWW -2.99WWW -3.63WWW -5.43WWW -4.51WWW -5.46WWW -7.55WWW
HU -3.38WWW -5.73WWW -2.22 -4.06WWW -4.66WWW -4.70WWW -7.54WWW -4.33WWW -5.55WWW
SL -3.08WWW -4.24WWW -2.33 -4.44WWW -3.15WWW -5.52WWW -2.30 -4.49WWW -2.80
LV —3.83WWW —5.99WWW -6.42WWW -6.54WWW - -6.82WWW -5.97WWW -6.67WWW -5.71WWW
CY -7.47WWW -7.69WWW -5.37WWW - - -9.03WWW -5.15WWW -4.29WWW -9.02WWW
SK -5.30WWW -5.40WWW -3.96WWW -3.94WWW -6.58WWW -2.87WW -2.79W -5.13WWW -4.68WWW
RU -4.09WW -5.07WWW -5.46WWW -6.40WWW -9.37WWW -6.01WWW -3.36WWW -6.66WWW -3.82WWW
TK -1.88 -4.86WWW -4.42WWW -6.20WWW -4.93WWW -3.93WWW -.3.64WWW -4.95WWW -4.41WWW
I report the ADF t-statistic and *,** and *** indicate whether the hypothesis of
unit root cannot be rejected at 10%, 5% and 1% level.
CZqCzech Republic, CYqCyprus, LVqlatvia>
HUqHungary,PLqPoland,SKqSlovakia,
RUqRomania,TKqTurkey,SLqSlovenia
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4.2 A rst approximation: applying Campa andGonzalez-
Minguez Methodology (2006)
In spite of the previous result, a good approximation is to estimate equation
(10) by ordinary least squares (OLS) and estimate the short- and long-run
pass-through elasticities for the dierent countries and industries using a
dummy for NMSs countries which contemplates dierent structural breaks
in time series. Then, we dene long-run elasticities as the sum of the pass-
through coe!cients for the contemporaneous exchange rate and its rst four
lags following Campa and González-Mínguez (2006).
In order to determine dates of structural breaks I use two alternative
versions of equation (9): (i) a break in the constant and (ii) a break in all
the cointegrating equation coe!cients.
psmw = ˆ+ ˆ1gv + ˆhuw + ˆisw + %w (11)
psmw = ˆ+ ˆ1gv + ˆhuw + ˆ1huwgv + ˆisw + ˆ1iswgv +  w (12)
where gv is a dummy variable equal to 0 if t?s and equal to 1 otherwise. I
use the Quandt-Andrews unknown breakpoint test to derive dates for breaks
in both types of specication. I should expect the coe!cient of the markup,
ˆ, to decrease due to the integration of these countries inside the EU or an
increase in the expectations of belonging in the near future. Table 3 indicates
that in the specication of break only in a constant the xed component in
the mark-up tend to rise more than decrease (23 out 76 signicant series are
negative, 30%). Nevertheless, the specication in (11) is much more restric-
tive than the one based in (12). In this case for 8 out 32 of the signicant
series are negative (25%)12.
I also did a ADF test for individual country/industry combinations con-
sidering both specications and I nd that the rejection of the null of no
cointegration only was possible for 1 out 78 series in the two versions of the
model. Table 3 oers us estimated directions, signicances and dates for
breaks. I show the specication of breaks in the entire cointegrating vector
and whether the change is positive or negative and its signicance.
12The specication from equation (11) is much more restrictive than the one based on
equation (12), not allowing for a possible break in the other variables and causing the
estimate of 1 to be biased.
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Table 3: Directions, signicance and dates for breaks.
CZ LV CY PL HU SL SK RU TK
Industry (1) (2) (1) (2) (1) (2) (1) (2) (1) (2) (1) (2) (1) (2) (1) (2) (1) (2)
SITC_0
1@03
W>3
1@02
W>3
7@04
W>3
9@02
W>+  
9@05
W>+
6@03
W>3
5@01
W>+ 
6@04
W>+
5@04
W>3
5@04
W>+
11@02
W>+
9@05
W>+ 
5@04
W>+
5@04
+
SITC_1
6@04
W>3 
4@01
W>+ 
2@03
W>+ 
1@02
W>+ 
7@05
W>+
7@05
3
4@05
W>+
5@05
W>3
1@02
W>+
4@04
+
1@04
W>+
1@04
+
5@02
W>3
5@02
3
SITC_2
5@05
W>3
5@05
W>3
12@04
W>+
12@05
W>+
3@01
W>+
4@06
3
5@01
W>+
5@01
3
2@01
+
5@01
W>+
5@04
W>3
6@04
W>3
9@01
W>+
1@02
W>3
5@01
W>+
3@01
+
7@02
W>3
3@06
+
SITC_3
4@04
W>+
4@04
W>3
11@05
W>3 
5@05
W>+
5@05
3
4@04
W>+
3@04
W>+
1@02
W>3
1@02
W>+
9@01
W>+
11@01
W>+
11@05
W>3
3@01
3
10@04
W>+
10@04
+
 
SITC_4
5@05
W>3
1@05
+
    10@02W>+
2@06
+
12@03
3
12@03
+
8@05
W>3
11@04
W>3
4@01
W>+
8@05
W>+  
9@03
W>+
4@06
W>3
SITC_5
10@04
W>+
10@04
3    
10@04
W>+
6@03
W>+
2@01
W>3
7@01
W>3
9@01
W>3
2@01
W>+
3@01
W>3
3@01
3
10@04
W>+
10@04
3
5@03
W>3
5@03
+
SITC_6
9@04
W>+
6@03
W>3
1@02
W>3
1@02
W>+
6@05
W>3
9@04
W>+
10@01
W>+
4@06
W>+
10@04
W>+
10@04
+
6@04
W>3
12@01
W>+
8@04
W>+
8@04
+
9@04
W>+
3@06
W>+
4@04
W>+
4@04
W>+
SITC_7
8@03
W>+
8@03
3
12@04
W>+ 
5@04
W>3 
9@04
W>+
9@04
+
6@03
+
8@01
W>3
9@05
W>+
4@05
W>3
1@04
W>+
1@05
+
  2@03W>3
6@01
W>+
SITC_8
9@03
W>+
10@03
3
7@05W
W>+ 
5@02
W>+ 
3@04
W>+  
5@01
3
5@04
W>+
5@04
W>+
5@05
W>+
4@03
+
5@05
W>+
5@05
3
11@01
W>3 
(1) represents the specication of break in constant and (2) the specication
of break in the entire cointegrating vector and W indicate whether it is signicant
at 5%..
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Once I have derived the dierent structural breaks in our time series I
estimate equation (10) by OLS. In some industries, I include a correction for
rst-order autocorrelation because there are many residual autocorrelation.
These estimated elasticities are included in Appendix II. Table 4 reports the
estimated short- and long-run elasticities with the restriction that ERPT
is the same for all industries within a given country. Table 5 reports a
summary statistics of these estimated short- and long-run ERPT for the
dierent industries within a country. As we can see ERPT is incomplete
in the short-run for all the countries except Cyprus (where the elasticity is
greater than one), Latvia (next to one) and Slovenia (equal to one). The
hypothesis of LCP (zero pass-through) cannot be rejected for all the countries
and the hypothesis of PCP (complete pass-through) is clearly rejected for all
the countries but Slovenia and Cyprus. The short-run elasticities are larger
for Cyprus, Slovenia and Latvia and smaller for Turkey, Romania, Poland,
the Czech Republic and Hungary. In the long-run ERPT is slightly smaller
and again the largest values are in Cyprus, Latvia and Slovenia and the
smallest in Turkey, Romania, Poland and the Czech Republic.
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Table 4. Dierences in ERPT rates by country
Country S/R PT L/R PT
Czech Republic 0.2363† 0.3104†
Cyprus 2.916 2.242
Latvia 0.909† 0.756†
Hungary 0.324 0.487†
Poland 0.252† 0.257†
Slovak Republic 0.503† 0.362
Romania 0.197† 0.382†
Turkey 0.090† 0.102†
Slovenia 1.00 0.760
Average 0.714 0.631
Source: Eurostat and own calculations. W>† It can be statistically rejected that
the pass-through is zero/one
S/R PT Short-run pass-through & L/R PT Long-run pass-through
Table 5. Percentage of total industries for which the tested
hypothesis can be rejected
Country S/R S/R L/R L/R
PT=0 PT=1 PT=0 PT=1
Czech Republic 0.0 77.77 0.0 55.55
Cyprus 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Latvia 12.5 50.0 0.0 50.0
Hungary 11.11 44.44 22.22 77.77
Poland 22.22 66.66 33.33 55.55
Slovak Republic 44.44 77.77 0.0 44.44
Romania 22.22 77.77 0.0 77.77
Turkey 11.11 22.22 0.0 100.0
Slovenia 11.11 22.22 0.0 33.33
S/R Short-run , L/R Long-run & PT pass-through
How can we interpret these results?. First, three of the countries with the
smallest pass-through, the Czech Republic, Poland and Turkey have adopted
in ation targeting in their monetary policies and owns a  exible exchange
rate system. This gives evidence and supports Taylor’s (2001) hypothesis.
Second, we expect a positive relationship between openness and the esti-
mated long-run ERPT. This result is derived for Slovenia and Hungary but
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not Cyprus where we should expect a smaller long-run ERPT. Third, if we
examine the industry composition in Cyprus we can see how the Mineral
Fuels industry is essential in relation to other countries (5,95%). The impor-
tance of theMineral Fuels industry can explain the anomalous result derived
in this country.
With reference to the results by industry Tables 6 and 7 oer the elastic-
ities by type of products. I estimate the ERPT by imposing the restriction
that they are equal for a given industry across the nine countries in the sam-
ple. Elasticities vary from 0.170 for Basic Manufactures to 0.558 to Animal,
vegetable oil and fat in the short-run. In this case, ERPT tend to be more
complete in the long-run in some industries like Mineral fuels, and Food and
Live Animals. According to the theory, we can see how elasticities are lower
in Basic Manufactures, Chemicals and Manufactured Goods.
Table 6. Dierences in ERPT rates by industry
Industry S/R PT L/R PT
0. Food and live animals 0.248† 0.883
1. Beverages and Tobacco 0.270† 0.403†
2. Crude materials 0.217† 0.216†
3. Mineral fuels 0.464W>† 1.571
4. Animal, vegetable oil and fat 0.558W>† 0.570
5. Chemicals 0.235 0.331
6. Basic Manufactures 0.170† 0.128†
7. Vehicles and transport equipment 0.274† 0.319†
8. Manufactured goods 0.237† 0.322†
Average 0.297 0.527
Source: Eurostat and own calculations. W>† It can be statistically rejected that
the pass-through is zero/one
S/R PT Short-run pass-through & L/R PT Long-run pass-through
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Table 7. Percentage of total countries for which the tested
hypothesis can be rejected
Industry S/R S/R L/R L/R
PT=0 PT=1 PT=0 PT=1
0. Food & Live animals 50 100 8.33 33.33
1. Beverages & Tobacco 25 75 8.33 41.67
2. Crude Materials 8.33 66.67 0 58.33
3. Mineral fuels 36.36 45.45 9.09 27.27
4. Animal, vegetable oil & fat 37.5 87.50 12.50 25
5.Chemicals 9.09 54.54 0.0 54.54
6. Basic manufactures 25 83.33 0.0 75.0
7. Vehicles & transport equipment 16.67 83.33 0.0 58.33
8. Manufactured goods 0.0 66.67 0.0 66.67
S/R Short-run , L/R Long-run & PT pass-through
Another question of considerable interest to be treated is the equality
of pass-through elasticities across countries for a given industry and within
a country for the dierent industries. This analysis allows us to examine
whether international price discrimination exists. There is an important
debate in economic literature about this topic. Golberg and Knetter (1997)
conclude that ERPT is industry-specic and constant for a given industry
across countries and Campa and Golberg (2002) add that ERPT has also
been stable in time. These authors conclude that ERPT variations are due
to changes in the product compositions of imports. For that reason a good
procedure is to perform tests for the equality of pass-through rates across
countries and industries (see Table 8). I observe that ERPT in the short-run
is equal for all industries within a given country but in Slovakia. Nevertheless,
in the long-run I accept that ERPT is equal for all industries within a given
country. Finally, ERPT in the short-run is equal for all countries within a
given industry except for Beverages and Tobacco in the short-run. This result
could be due to the dierent taxation policies applied in each country.
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Table 8. Test of the equality of short- and long-run pass-through
estimates (p-values)
Across industries
Country S/R L/R
Czech Republic 0.4667 0.9798
Cyprus 0.8279 0.9630
Latvia 0.2852 0.6600
Hungary 0.0955 0.4733
Poland 0.2171 0.9998
Slovak Republic 0.0377W 0.4867
Romania 0.8810 0.9553
Turkey 0.1302 0.6520
Slovenia 0.7824 0.9970
Across countries
Industry S/R L/R
0. Food and Live animals 0.1311 0.3425
1. Beverages and Tobacco 0.0256W 0.9292
2. Crude Materials 0.5697 0.7210
3. Mineral fuels 0.3210 0.0612
4. Animal, vegetable oil and fat 0.2252 0.8344
5.Chemicals 0.9636 0.4210
6. Basic manufactures 0.2296 0.7854
7. Vehicles and transport equipment 0.9254 0.9661
8. Manufactured goods 0.7512 0.7326
W It can be statistically rejected that the pass-through is equal to the rest at 5%
signicance level
4.3 Applying de Bandt, Banerjee and Kozluk (2007)
approach
I have proved doing a ADF test for individual country/industry combinations
considering specications without or with a structural change in section 4.1
that the rejection of the null of no cointegration is very probable. Thus, If the
cointegrated equilibrium relationship were to exist, the estimated equation
should contain an error correction term (ECM). De Bandt, Banerjee and
Kozluk (2007) propose to look at the evidence from all countries and sectors
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for the euro area. In our case the number of sectors used to be nine and the
number of countries is also nine13. So, a panel-based test could use up to 9
x 9 x 84 observations allowing for heterogeneity. Using this test we should
in principle obtain a clear idea of the common trends underlying the series
and hence the existence of the long run allowing for structural change.
To build the panel I consider a pool panel in which every country and
industry combination constitutes a separate unit. I use the Pedroni (1999)
test for the existence of a cointegrating relationship, assuming no cross-unit
interdependence14. Tables 9 and 10 oer the Pedroni (1999) break data
estimates for equations (11) (break in constant) and (12) (break in both
constant and slope). Some of them are very close to the date of entry to EU
(Basic Manufactures in Poland, Food and lives animals, Crude Materials in
Slovenia), adoption of in ation targeting (Manufactured goods in Hungary,
Vehicles and Transport Equipment in Turkey) or change in the exchange rate
system (Crude Materials in Slovakia). The statistics for the Pedroni (1999)
panel cointegration tests indicate a strong rejection of the hypothesis of no
cointegration considering the three types of long-run relationships ((9), (11)
and (12))15.
This implementation is very useful to explore changes in the exchange rate
pass-through and cross-sectional dierences at the level of these countries.
Campa, Goldberg and Gonzalez-Minguez (2005) detected declines in the size
of ERPT on import prices for manufacturing industries. By contrast, de
Bandt, Banerjee and Kozluk (2007) nd evidence for the opposite sign in the
change of the pass-through in some euro area countries like Italy, Portugal
and Spain. My results are very similar to the latter in the sense that some
NMSs like Poland could have clearly increased the size of ERPT. If we look
at carefully the Poland case we observe a dierent composition by product
of import goods from euro area. This country has the largest share for
Chemical industry (17%) in our sample and this industry used to have a
ERPT larger than the Manufacturing sector. By industries there are many
divergences. it is not clear a ERPT decrease in the Manufacturing sector. I
only nd clear evidence for some industries in Cyprus, Latvia, Slovenia and
Romania. Nevertheless it is easier to nd evidence of ERPT decline in Food
13There are not available data for SITC_3 in Cyprus and SITC_4 in Cyprus and Latvia.
14De Bandt, Banerjee and Kozluk (2007) also apply the Banerjee and Carrion-i-Silvestre
(2006) tests that allows a factor structure for cross-section dependence but has the limi-
tation of imposing a common break date for the euro area countries.
15This test chooses the break data which is consistent with strongest evidence against
the null and extracts the break datas for each individual series and the cointegrating
coe!cients.
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& Live Animals, Beverages and Tobacco, Crude Materials and Mineral Fuels
industries.
The hypothesis of LCP (zero pass-through) is not accepted in the long-
run and the hypothesis of PCP (complete pass-through) could be accepted
for Food and Live Animals industry in the Czech Republic and Slovakia,
Beverages and Tobacco in the Czech Republic and Cyprus, Animal, vegetable
oil and fat in Romania, Chemicals in Cyprus. In manufactures industries
only appears in Basic Manufactures in Latvia, Hungary and Slovakia and
for Manufactured Goods in Cyprus and Slovenia. I observe again how in a-
tion targeting countries (the Czech Republic, Hungary, Poland, Slovenia and
Turkey) have a smaller size of ERPT.
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Table 9. Long-run exchange rate pass-through coe!cients: break in constant
Czech Republic Latvia Cyprus
Industry Before After Break-date Before After Break-date Before After Break-date
0. Food & Live animals 0=82
W
(0=12)
0=94W
(0=17) 2@03
0=46W
(0=10)
0=87W
(0=23) 6@04
1=63W
(0=63)
3
3 
1. Beverages & Tobacco 0=88
W
(0=12)
1=16W
(0=25) 6@04
0=85W
(0=11)
0=80W
(0=12) 4@01
0=69W
(0=34)
1=02W
(0=18) 1@03
2. Crude Materials 0=56
W
(0=11)
0=48W
(0=25) 5@05
0=85W
(0=11)
0=74W
(0=18) 11@04
0=74W
(0=11)
0=75W
(0=13) 2@01
3. Mineral fuels 0=13
W
(0=07)
0=24
(0=18) 5@04
0=84W
(0=12)
1=51WWW
(0=53) 11@05
3
3
3
3 5@05
4. Animal, vegetable oil & fat 0=51
W
(0=10)
0=27
(0=16) 4@05
3
3
3
3 
3
3
3
3 
5.Chemicals 0=26
W
(0=09)
0=09
(0=16) 10@04
0=69W
(0=11)
3
3 
1=02W
(0=11)
3
3 
6. Basic manufactures 0=49
W
(0=09)
0=28
(0=18) 8@04
0=75W
(0=12)
0=98W
(0=15) 2@02
0=64W
(0=11)
0=69W
(0=13) 505
7. Vehicles & transport equipment 0=50
W
(0=10)
0=57W
(0=18) 8@03
0=81W
(0=12)
0=46
(0=39) 10@04
0=69W
(0=12)
0=75W
(0=22) 5@04
8. Manufactured goods 0=28
W
(0=08)
0=47W
(0=17) 11@03
0=67W
(0=11)
0=78WW
(0=48) 6@05
1=18W
(0=11)
1=16W
(0=14) 4@02
W>WW >WWW indicate whether it is signicant at 1%, 5% and 10%, respectively.
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Table 9. Long-run exchange rate pass-through coe!cients break in constant (cont.)
Poland Hungary Slovenia
Industry Before After Break-date Before After Break-date Before After Break-date
0. Food & Live animals 0=56
W
(0=11)
0=25
(0=45) 7@05
0=34W
(0=07)
0=30W
(0=07) 5@01
0=30
(0=07)
0=21W
(0=17) 5@04
1. Beverages & Tobacco 0=66
W
(0=11)
0=67W
(0=14) 1@02
0=81W
(0=10)
0=63W
(0=15) 5@05
0=18W
(0=06)
0=03
(0=18) 5@05
2. Crude Materials 0=54
W
(0=10)
0=83W
(0=21) 6@01
0=55W
(0=10)
0=47W
(0=11) 2@01
0=72W
(0=11)
0=70W
(0=22) 6@04
3. Mineral fuels 0=11
WWW
(0=06)
0=15
(0=27) 5@04
0=40W
(0=09)
0=39W
(0=11) 2@02
0=67W
(0=21)
0=66W
(0=15) 10@01
4. Animal, vegetable oil & fat 0=25
W
(0=07)
0=23W
(0=09) 10@02
0=41W
(0=11)
0=31W
(0=14) 10@03
0=60W
(0=11)
1=11W
(0=28) 7@05
5.Chemicals 0=28
W
(0=08)
0=43W
(0=22) 9@04
0=51W
(0=09)
0=42W
(0=09) 3@01
0=49W
(0=09)
0=52W
(0=12) 7@01
6. Basic manufactures 0=60
W
(0=10)
0=66W
(0=12) 8@01
1=05W
(0=11)
1=09W
(0=21) 10@04
0=57W
(0=11)
0=93W
(0=25) 5@04
7. Vehicles & transport equipment 0=72
W
(0=12)
0=83W
(0=23) 7@04
0=32W
(0=08)
0=52W
(0=15) 5@03
0=60W
(0=11)
0=19W
(0=39) 6@05
8. Manufactured goods 0=86
W
(0=11)
0=77W
(0=18) 4@04
0=53W
(0=09)  
0=93W
(0=09)
1=31W
(0=13) 4@04
W>WW >WWW indicate whether it is signicant at 1%, 5% and 10%, respectively.
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Slovakia Romania Turkey
Industry Before After Break-date Before After Break-date Before After Break-date
0. Food & Live animals 0=73
W
(0=13)
1=19W
(0=29) 5@04
0=31W
(0=13)
0=51W
(0=59) 9@05
0=17
(0=06)
0=05W
(0=12) 5@04
1. Beverages & Tobacco 0=64
W
(0=11)
0=54W
(0=13) 3@02
0=62W
(0=11)
0=40W
(0=17) 3@04
0=50W
(0=10)
0=36W
(0=11) 8@02
2. Crude Materials 0=38
W
(0=11)
0=02W
(0=19) 8@01
0=68W
(0=11)
0=69W
(0=13) 3@01
0=51W
(0=10)
0=36W
(0=12) 5@02
3. Mineral fuels 0=33
W
(0=10)
0=29W
(0=09) 10@05
0=72W
(0=11)
0=77W
(0=27) 8@04
0=61W
(0=11)
3
3 
4. Animal, vegetable oil & fat 0=64
W
(0=11)
0=60W
(0=12) 6@01
1=14W
(0=11)
3
3 
0=46W
(0=09)
0=44W
(0=13) 7@03
5.Chemicals 0=26
W
(0=07)
0=24W
(0=08) 4@01
0=48W
(0=10)
0=57W
(0=26) 8@04
0=86W
(0=12)
0=97W
(0=17) 5@03
6. Basic manufactures 0=55
W
(0=11)
0=94W
(0=28) 8@04
0=69W
(0=11)
0=98W
(0=27) 5@04
0=25W
(0=09)
0=42W
(0=19) 5@04
7. Vehicles & transport equipment 0=54
W
(0=10)
0=65W
(0=21) 3@04
0=71W
(0=12)
3
3 
0=62W
(0=11)
0=52W
(0=12) 2@03
8. Manufactured goods 0=67
W
(0=11)
0=89W
(0=35) 5@05
0=37W
(0=08)
0=30WWW
(0=16) 5@05
0=47W
(0=09)
0=51W
(0=11) 9@01
W>WW >WWW indicate whether it is signicant at 1%, 5% and 10%, respectively.
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Table 10. Long-run exchange rate pass-through coe!cients break in constant and slope
Czech Republic Latvia Cyprus
Industry Before After Break-date Before After Break-date Before After Break-date
0. Food & Live animals 0=56
W
(0=12)
0=78W
(0=22) 1@03
0=64W
(0=11)
0=65W
(0=14) 9@02
0=77W
(0=11)
3
3 
1. Beverages & Tobacco 0=92
W
(0=12)
3
3
0=75W
(0=11)
3
3
0=84W
(0=11)
3
3 
2. Crude Materials 0=10
WW
(0=05)
0=50WW
(0=26) 5@05
0=72W
(0=13)
0=22
(0=62) 10@05
0=38W
(0=09)
0=57W
(0=46) 3@06
3. Mineral fuels 0=11
W
(0=07)
0=18
(0=17) 5@04
0=76W
(0=11)
3
3 
3
3
3
3 
4. Animal, vegetable oil & fat 0=36
W
(0=09)
0=59WW
(0=39) 2@05
3
3
3
3 
3
3
3
3 
5.Chemicals 0=28
W
(0=08)
0=36WW
(0=20) 10@04
0=68W
(0=11)
3
3 
1=03W
(0=11)
3
3 
6. Basic manufactures 0=21
W
(0=07)
0=94
(0=42) 8@04
0=80W
(0=12)
1=00W
(0=16) 1@02
0=47W
(0=10)
0=45W
(0=13) 8@04
7. Vehicles & transport equipment 0=62
W
(0=11)
1=03W
(0=20) 8@03
0=68W
(0=11)
3
3 
0=65W
(0=09)
3
3 
8. Manufactured goods 0=76
W
(0=12)
0=64W
(0=20) 11@03
0=61W
(0=10)
3
3 
1=04W
(0=11)
3
3 
W>WW >WWW indicate whether it is signicant at 1%, 5% and 10%, respectively.
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Table 10. Long-run exchange rate pass-through coe!cients break in constant and slope (cont.)
Poland Hungary Slovenia
Industry Before After Break-date Before After Break-date Before After Break-date
0. Food & Live animals 0=44
W
(0=10)
0=24WW
(0=13) 6@03
0=39W
(0=08)  
0=35W
(0=10)
0=62W
(0=23) 5@04
1. Beverages & Tobacco 0=53
W
(0=10)  
0=81W
(0=11)
0=62W
(0=15) 5@05
0=35
(0=07)
0=42
(0=20) 5@05
2. Crude Materials 0=52
W
(0=10)
0=84W
(0=22) 6@01
0=51W
(0=10)
0=49W
(0=11) 5@01
0=87W
(0=11)
0=69W
(0=20) 6@04
3. Mineral fuels 0=11
W
(0=06)
0=24W
(0=12) 5@04
0=46W
(0=09)
0=42W
(0=11) 2@02
0=84W
(0=21)
0=91W
(0=15) 10@01
4. Animal, vegetable oil & fat 0=18
W
(0=07)
0=76W
(0=32) 1@06
0=84W
(0=11)
0=88W
(0=14) 10@03
0=70W
(0=12)
1=17W
(0=22) 9@04
5.Chemicals 0=31
W
(0=08)
0=38W
(0=13) 4@03
0=48W
(0=09)
0=44W
(0=09) 8@01
0=40W
(0=09)
0=39W
(0=10) 1@01
6. Basic manufactures 0=49
W
(0=10)
1=17W
(0=78) 4@06
1=11W
(0=12)
1=21W
(0=23) 10@04
0=62W
(0=11)
0=63W
(0=13) 10@01
7. Vehicles & transport equipment 0=71
W
(0=12)
0=86W
(0=24) 7@04
0=33W
(0=09)
0=41W
(0=11) 7@01
0=78W
(0=12)
0=54
(0=34) 4@05
8. Manufactured goods 0=81
W
(0=11)  
0=59W
(0=09)  
0=82W
(0=15)
1=31W
(0=27) 3@05
W>WW >WWW indicate whether it is signicant at 1%, 5% and 10%, respectively.
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Table 10. Long-run exchange rate pass-through coe!cients: break in constant and slope(cont.)
Slovakia Romania Turkey
Industry Before After Break-date Before After Break-date Before After Break-date
0. Food & Live animals 0=67
W
(0=11)
0=82W
(0=20) 9@02
0=29W
(0=13)
3
3 
0=31
(0=09)
0=21
(0=18) 5@04
1. Beverages & Tobacco 0=56
W
(0=11)
0=48W
(0=20) 5@04
0=70W
(0=11)
0=59W
(0=12) 3@04
0=51W
(0=11)
0=38W
(0=12) 8@02
2. Crude Materials 0=43
W
(0=11)
0=39W
(0=11) 1@02
0=65W
(0=10)
0=69W
(0=09) 3@01
0=42W
(0=09)
1=84W
(0=32) 3@06
3. Mineral fuels 0=33
W
(0=09)
0=35
(0=33) 2@01
0=74W
(0=10)
1=04W
(0=11) 8@04
0=61W
(0=11)
3
3 
4. Animal, vegetable oil & fat 0=75
W
(0=10)
0=82W
(0=44) 6@05
0=09
(0=12)
3
3 
0=43W
(0=09)
0=76W
(0=39) 4@06
5.Chemicals 0=26
W
(0=07)
0=25W
(0=08) 3@01
0=40W
(0=09)
0=76W
(0=10) 8@04
0=94W
(0=13)
1=26W
(0=17) 5@03
6. Basic manufactures 0=64
W
(0=12)
1=59W
(0=31) 5@04
0=91W
(0=11)
1=641W
(0=11) 3@06
0=34W
(0=10)
0=43W
(0=21) 5@04
7. Vehicles & transport equipment 0=63
W
(0=11)
0=81W
(0=53) 1@05
0=75W
(0=12)
3
3 
0=51W
(0=09)
0=99W
(0=16) 6@01
8. Manufactured goods 0=48
W
(0=10)
0=79W
(0=18) 2@03
0=40W
(0=08)
0=38WW
(0=18) 5@05
0=66W
(0=12)
3
3
3
3
W>WW >WWW indicate whether it is signicant at 1%, 5% and 10%, respectively..
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5 Exchange rate pass-through to the cost of
intermediate consumption and nal consump-
tion prices
Some empirical results and theoretical models suggest a decline in the ERPT
along the pricing chain. Therefore, a stronger and quicker ERPT is expected
for IUVs, followed by producer prices and nally by Harmonized Consumer
Prices Indexes16. Next, I proceed to examine what is the ERPT of exchange
rate movements into the aggregate consumer price index of a country (-
nal consumption imported goods) and into the overall cost of production
(imported inputs).
By examining the impact of exchange rate movements into the aggre-
gate consumer price index of a country and into the overall cost production,
we can evaluate respectively, the ERPT due to goods imported for nal con-
sumption or imported inputs. As Campa and Gonzalez-Minguez (2006) point
out an approximation to the aggregated transmission of the exchange rate
movements to the overall costs of production and to consumer prices can be
computed through a weighted aggregation of the pass-through rates obtained
for the import prices of each type of product. I take as a starting point the
previous evidence that, in the long run, ERPT is similar across industries
of a given country and across countries for a given industry, implying the
dierential ERPT rates across countries are not likely to be great due to
dierences in industry composition.
From that objective I follow Campa and Gonzalez-Minguez (2006) by
considering a price index for country i as the result of two successive decom-
positions17. The rst decomposition allow us to express the price index as a
weighted average of the dierent products entering the index:
SL =
Y
m
(sl>mw )z
l>m
w
where zl>mw is the weight of the product category j in the aggregate in-
dex of country i. So, we can disaggregate the component referring to each
16Hanhn (2003) obtains evidence of ERPT decline along the pricing chain for euro area.
17Campa and Gonzalez-Mínguez (2006) indicate that an approximation to the aggre-
gated transmission of exchange rate movements to overall costs of production and to
consumer prices can be computed through a weighted aggregation of the pass-through
rates obtained obtained for the import prices of each type of product.
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product category into three components, which are dened according to the
geographical origin of the products.
SLl =
Y
mg
(sl>mgw )z
l>mg
w
Y
mq
(sl>mqw )z
l>mq
w
Y
mh
(sl>mhw )z
l>mh
w
where mg> mq and mh indicate the shares of its nal or intermediate con-
sumption which are satised by products produced domestically, in other
non- euro area countries and in euro area countries, respectively.
Taking rst dierences of the logs of that expression and assuming that
the weights are constant over time we obtain that:
Sˆ l =
X
mg
zl>mgw sˆl>mgw +
X
mq
zl>mqw sˆl>mqw +
X
mh
zl>mhw sˆl>mhw
where Sˆ is the in ation.
The previous equation shows that the eect on aggregate prices can be
decomposed in the sum of these three components. We usually consider in
previous sections that the ERPT examines the last term of the right-hand
side of the equation by assuming the other two terms are zero. By estimating
equation (10) we are considering that ERPT to price of goods produced
domestically or non-euro area countries is zero. This term captures the direct
eect arising from the pass-through to the prices of products imported from
the euro area. For each product category this eect can be decomposed
in two parts: the weight of imported products inside the euro area in the
price index,zl>mhw (i.e. the openness of the country when aggregating across
products)> and the rate of pass-through from exchange rates into import
prices. Therefore, we expect that the higher the weight of euro area imported
goods in the price index the higher will be the impact of any rate o pass-
through from exchange rates into import prices in the aggregated price index.
The share of imports from euro area within total imports is very high in
all these countries and it could be obtained using both the input-output
tables for each country and the Comext database. In case of intermediate
consumption the input-output table would indicate for every industry in
each country the decomposition of intermediate consumptions between those
which are domestically produced and those that are imported. In a similar
way, in the case of consumption goods, the table would show which part of
the demand for each product is satised through domestic production and
imports. Obviously, these tables have a product disaggregation much larger
and it would be necessary to match them in our 9 categories. Nevertheless,
we have several restrictions. First, among imported products, what the tables
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do not show is the decomposition according to the euro area origin (only intra
European Union and extra European Union). Second, we only have detailed
data according that origin for Poland and Slovenia in our sample. For that
reason it is necessary to use the Comext database since it oers the share
of imports coming inside the euro area within total imports. Finally, given
the lack of detailed information, we needed to make the assumption that, for
each good entering the production process as intermediate consumptions, the
share of imports originated inside the area within total imports is the same
for all the industries producing nal goods The main hypothesis is made
when the product is nal instead of intermediate consumption.
Next, I did the decomposition of the price index of the products used as
intermediate inputs in the production process and the consumer price index.
I exclude Turkey and Romania from the exercise of the consumer price index
plus Latvia from the cost of intermediation exercise because there is not
enough data available. Table 11 and 12 oer us the main results of the
impact of a 10% depreciation of the exchange rate of the euro. Divergences
in ERPT can be due to two sources: (i) dierences in the degree of openness
of member countries and (ii) for a given degree of openness, dierences in
the product composition of imports can also result in dierences in ERPT
and if product-specic ERPT rates vary a lot in relation to the industry. In
order to examine this eect I estimate ERPT by considering the own degree
of openness and by imposing the same degree of openness (average) in all
countries.
Table 11 shows the estimated ERPT to cost of intermediate consumption.
The rst part corresponds to the aggregated rates calculated for each country
under its own degree of exposure to euro area imports. In this observed
case, dierences are solely due to the heterogeneity in the degree of openness
and/or the industry composition of trade. In the second part, the degree
of trade openness is average and the remaining dierences are solely due to
the heterogeneity in the structure of their imports of inputs. The highest
ERPT are obtained in Slovenia and Hungary. By contrast Cyprus, Poland
and Slovakia have the lowest. In the second part of Table 11 we can see
how dierences remain and the range is between 0.11 and 1.03. The average
ERPT is smaller (0.371) than the derived for the long-run using import prices
(0.631)
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Table 11. Pass-through rates to cost of intermediate consump-
tion (for a 10% depreciation) test of equality against the average
A. Under own degree of openness
Country PT value F-test against the unweighted average
Czech Republic 0=11 0=14W
Cyprus 0=20 0=31W
Hungary 0=37 0=99W
Poland 0=17 0=22W
Slovak Republic 0=29 0=60W
Slovenia 1=08 0=00
Average 0=37
B. Under the average degree of openness
Country PT value F-test against the unweighted average
Czech Republic 0=11 0=13W
Cyprus 0=20 0=30W
Hungary 0=38 0=95W
Poland 0=17 0=21W
Slovak Republic 0=30 0=62W
Slovenia 1=07 0=00
Average 0=37
W>WWindicate the null hypothesis cannot be rejected at 95% and 90% signicance
level, respectively.
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Table 12 includes the ERPT to consumer price indices on the face of a
10% depreciation of the euro. The higher rates are oered again by Hun-
gary, Slovakia, Slovenia and Latvia. If we observe the pricing chain we nd
evidence in favour of a decline in the ERPT because the average is slightly
smaller (0.34) than the derived for ERPT to consumer prices (0.37). For in-
stance, in the Czech Republic long-run ERPT to UIVs ranges is 0.24, ERPT
to cost of intermediation is 0.17 and to nal consumption is 0.11. Using the
same structural breaks than in the previous section I also nd evidence of a
ERPT decline for cost of intermediation and nal consumption goods18.
Finally, I observe to what extent the calculated dierences in total ERPT
are signicant doing a equality test of calculated ERPT against their un-
weighted averages. I must point out that testing against the unweighted
average has the potential disadvantage that, in the case that a small country
would have a total pass-through rate which is much dierent from the others,
the unweighted average would tend to be biased towards the pass-through
value for that country. Therefore, the equality of total rates to their average
would tend to be rejected for the other countries. While in fact, apart from
the outlier, could be clustered around a small range of values. For the cost
of intermediate consumption the equality of ERPT to average is statistically
rejected for Slovenia. In case of nal consumption this hypothesis is rejected
for Poland, Slovenia and Latvia19. If we look carefully at the results un-
der own degree of openness and under the average degree of openness for
cost of intermediate inputs we observe how the large dependence of their
economies to imported inputs (openness) is not a relevant factor to explain
size of the ERPT to the cost of intermediation. For nal consumption we
obtain dierent results and the amount of imported goods seems to be more
relevant.
18These results are not oered for the sake of brevity.
19I repeat the same test using weighted averages by the relative size of each country’s
GDP but the main results remain.
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Table 12. Pass-through rates to nal consumption prices (for a
10% depreciation): test of equality against the average
A. Under own degree of openness
Country PT value F-test against the unweighted average
Czech Republic 0=17 0=01W
Cyprus 0=21 0=04
Latvia 0=36 0=67W
Hungary 0=49 0=02
Poland 0=24 0=10W
Slovak Republic 0=47 0=03
Slovenia 0=42 0=14W
Average 0=34
B. Under the average degree of openness
Country PT value F-test against the unweighted average
Czech Republic 0=11 0=03
Cyprus 0=14 0=06WW
Latvia 0=24 0=58W
Hungary 0=32 0=02
Poland 0=12 0=03
Slovak Republic 0=31 0=03
Slovenia 0=28 0=13W
Average 0=22
W>WWindicate the null hypothesis cannot be rejected at 95% and 90% signicance
level, respectively.
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6 Conclusions
In this paper, I have studied the ERPT changes into the prices of imports
made by some New Member States (NMSs) of the European Union and
one candidate country, Turkey, that originated inside the Euro area. I have
used data on import unit values for nine dierent product categories for
each country and I have estimated industry-specic rates of pass-through
across and within countries using two dierent methodological approaches:
(i) the Campa and González-Mínguez (2006) approach which estimates the
short- and long-run pass through elasticities, where long-run elasticities are
dened as the sum of the pass-through coe!cients for the contemporaneous
exchange rate and its rst four lags and (ii) de Bandt, Banerjee and Tomasz
Kozluk (2007) approach which suggests a long-run Engle and Granger (1987)
cointegrating relationship and the possibility of structural breaks to restore
the long-run in the estimation.
By applying both methodologies, I observe that the hypothesis of LCP
(zero pass-through) cannot be rejected for all the countries and the hypoth-
esis of PCP (complete pass-through) is clearly rejected for all the countries
except Slovenia and Cyprus. The short-run elasticities are larger for Cyprus,
Slovenia and Latvia and smaller for Turkey, Romania, Poland, the Czech
Republic and Hungary. In the long-run ERPT is slightly smaller and again
the largest values are in Cyprus, Latvia and Slovenia and the smallest in
Turkey, Romania, Poland and the Czech Republic.
When examining dierent European countries, the Czech Republic, Poland
and Turkey have the smallest pass-through and they have adopted in ation
targeting in their monetary policies and owns a  exible exchange rate system.
This could give support and evidence in favour of Taylor’s (2001) hypoth-
esis. Second, the expected positive relationship between openness and the
estimated long-run ERPT is derived for Slovenia and Hungary but not for
Cyprus where we should expect a smaller long-run ERPT. With reference to
theory and the results by industry ,we can see how elasticities are lower in
Basic Manufactures, Chemicals and Manufactured Goods.
The second methodology allow us to derive results very similar to de
Bandt, Banerjee and Kozluz (2007) in the sense that some NMSs like Poland
could have clearly increased the size of ERPT. By industries there are many
divergences and it is not completely clear a ERPT decrease in the Manu-
facturing sector. I only found clear evidence for some industries in Cyprus,
Latvia, Slovenia and Romania. Nevertheless it is easier to nd evidence of
ERPT decline in Food & Live Animals, Beverages and Tobacco, Crude Ma-
terials and Mineral Fuels industries.
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Finally, I observe the main results to the impact of a 10% depreciation of
the exchange rate of the euro to the cost of intermediation consumption and
to nal consumption prices considering that divergences in ERPT can be due
to two sources:(i) dierences in the degree of openness of member countries
and (ii) for a given degree of openness, dierences in the product composition
of imports. The highest ERPT to the cost of intermediation consumption is
obtained in Slovenia and Hungary. In contrast Cyprus, Poland and Slovakia
have the lowest. The higher rates of ERPT to consumer prices are oered
again by Hungary, Slovakia, Slovenia and Latvia. If we observe the pricing
chain we nd evidence in favour of a decline in the ERPT along the pricing
chain. We observe a large dependence of their economies on imported inputs
(openness) which is a relevant factor to explain size of the ERPT for nal
consumption.
My further research should be centered on analysing more directly the role
played by those micro and macro factors pointed out in section 2 and tak-
ing into account other factors like distribution costs, transportation charges,
taxes and margin of distributors. I would also try to explain the observed
degree of pass through and to study its structural determinants through a
small open economy DSGE model featuring a number of characteristics that
are likely to in uence the response of domestic prices to changes in exchange
rates and estimating a VAR for each country.
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Appendix I. Data
Import Prices. The data are monthly unit value indices of imports from
euro area countries of eight product categories for twelve countries (the Czech
Republic, Cyprus, Latvia, Lithuania, Hungary, Malta, Poland, Slovakia, Bul-
garia, Romania, Estonia and Turkey) from 2000:01 to 2007:06 extracted from
COMEXT (eurostat). The data is not seasonally adjusted. I have used prod-
ucts at the 1-digit SITC level. The list of products is:
SITC Product Category
0 Food and live animals
1 Beverages and Tobacco
2 Crude materials
3 Mineral fuels
4 Animal, vegetable oil, fat
5 Chemicals
6 Basic Manufactures
7 Vehicles and transport equipment
8 Manufactured goods
Exchange rates. I consider the monthly exchange rate indices (period
averages) expressed in units of domestic currency per unit of foreign currency
from COMEXT (eurostat).
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Foregin Price Index. I use a monthly series of the world price of the
product category from COMEX (eurostat). This world price is the  price
of the unit value index of imports of that product category coming from the
euro area.
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Appendix II. Pass-Through elasticities in the short- and long-run
Frxqwu|
Lqgxvwu| CZ CY LV HU PL SK RU TK SL
0.S/R 0=10 2=93 0=78 0=29 0=24 0=15† 0=19† 0=04† 0=31
0.L/R 0=71† 5=43 0=63† 0=52 0=47W 0=43 0=09† 0=24W† 0=48†
1.S/R 0=89† 3=99 3=39W 0=11 0=82W 2=02W† 0=12† 0=05† 0=56
1.L/R 0=25† 0=38 1=77 1=12W† 0=96 0=66 0=39† 0=06† 0=94†
2.S/R 0=27 2=26 0=32† 0=14 0=11† 0=21† 0=10† 0=07† 0=59
2.L/R 0=44 0=42 0=18† 0=06W† 0=07W 0=03† 0=26† 0=10† 1=40
3.S/R 0=35†  0=85 1=03W 0=20W 0=05† 0=10 0=53 14=68W†
3.L/R 0=37  0=32 0=16 0=05† 0=21 0=30 0=04† 1=35
4.S/R 0=03†   0=84 0=64† 1=23W 0=52 0=03† 5=32
4.L/R 0=05   1=51† 0=05W 1=35 0=96 0=32† 0=38
5.S/R 0=30† 1=02 0=93 0=12† 0=01† 0=46W† 0=20† 0=003† 0=01
5.L/R 0=57† 0=03 1=77 0=55† 0=07† 0=19 0=42† 0=006† 0=30
6.S/R 0=05† 3=59 0=35† 0=02† 0=12† 0=10† 0=24W† 0=05W† 0=45†
6.L/R 0=05† 0=59 0=08† 0=15† 0=19† 0=25† 0=43† 0=03† 0=30†
7.S/R 0=002† 4=86 0=42† 0=24† 0=03† 0=30W† 0=25W† 0=01† 0=77
7.L/R 0=15† 4=83 0=96 0=19† 0=22† 0=05† 0=57† 0=05† 0=20
8.S/R 0=12† 1=75 0=23† 0=13† 0=10† 0=01† 0=05† 0=03† 1=04
8.L/R 0=17 4=08 0=34† 0=12† 0=24† 0=09† 0=02† 0=07† 1=44
Source: Eurostat and own calculations. W>† It can be statistically rejected that
the pass-through is zero/one.
CZqCzech Republic, CYqCyprus, LVqlatvia>
HUqHungary,PLqPoland,SKqSlovakia,
RUqRomania,TKqTurkey,SLqSlovenia
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